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semantics in adaptive and personalized services: methods ... - semantics in adaptive and personalized
services: methods, tools and applications manolis wallace, ioannis anagnostopoulos, phivos mylonas, and
maria bielikova 1 introduction semantics in adaptive and personalized services, initially strikes one as a
speciﬁc and perhaps narrow domain. yet, a closer examination of the term reveals much more. semantics in
adaptive and personalized services - gbv - semantics in adaptive and personalized services methods,
tools and applications £} springer. contents semantics in adaptive and personalized services: methods, ...
health care web information systems and personalized services for assisting living of elderly people at nursing
homos i ir> sttjnnos nikolidnkis. punitnos p. wn/ados. sempath: semantic adaptive and personalized
clinical pathways - sempath: semantic adaptive and personalized clinical pathways dimitrios alexandrou,
fotis xenikoudakis, gregoris mentzas information management unit, electrical and computer engineering,
national technical university of athens, athens, greece dalexan@mail.ntua , fxeni@imagee.ntua,
gmentzas@mail.ntua a semantic approach of an adaptive and personalized web ... - a semantic
approach of an adaptive and personalized web-based learning content – the case of adaptiveweb panagiotis
germanakos1, ... the use of semantics enables the openness of the system as adequately described in the
paper. 1. introduction ... adapt the services content provided. such systems, mostly commercial, are amongst
others the ... personalized and adaptive semantic information filtering ... - personalized and adaptive
semantic information filtering for social media. short-text, and the real-time nature of social media platforms
has introduced challenges such as a lack of semantic context and a dynamically changing vocabulary for
personalized ﬁltering. adaptive portal framework for semantic web applications - adaptive portal
framework for semantic web applications ... lutions aim to provide a single point of access for personalized
services, informa- ... shared semantics to which the semantic web ... towards emotion recognition from
speech: definition ... - m. wallace et al. (eds.): semantics in adaptive and personalized services, sci 279, pp.
127–143. ... easily identify the significant role of semantics in linguistic emotion recognition. rule-based user
characteristics acquisition from logs with ... - rule-based user characteristics acquisition from logs with
semantics for personalized web-based systems ... the adaptive web focuses on personalized services tailored
to the speciﬁc needs ... rule-based user characteristics acquisition from logs with semantics 401 leveraging
the semantics of tweets for adaptive faceted ... - leveraging the semantics of tweets for adaptive faceted
search on twitter fabian abel 1, ... (tweets) and present di erent methods, including personalized and contextadaptive methods, for making faceted search on twitter more ef-fective. we conduct a large-scale evaluation of
faceted search strategies, ... adaptive faceted search on twitter 3 ...
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